LAST MINUTE GREAT NAMES SPEAKER CHOSEN
One less thing for Jans to bitch about
By Mr. Hess ’13

COP-OUT DEPT.
(SLACKER-VILLE) Despite the recent uproar over the Great Names Committee’s inability to secure a speaker for the first time since the program began, a substitute speaker for 2010 was named early this morning: You.

Before settling on this shocking selection, the Committee passed over many fine speakers, such as Kofi Annan, Dick Cheney, Duff Man, and Chewbacca. Hamilton also engaged in a brief battle with Colgate University over the rights to Tony Blair, ending with the Former Prime Minister whoring himself out to Colgate, just like the entire Colgate student body does on a regular basis.

The Names Committee also attempted to secure a replacement Prime Minister, but was restricted to PMs “less likely to make a pass on Joanie than Sarkozy.” Unfortunately, this eliminated the only other Prime Minister the Committe believed the student body had heard of.

Thus far, the Committee’s attempt at post-modernism and blatant Time Magazine rip-off has created more anger. Lealon Jenison ’13 criticized the pick, “While I look forward to any chance to listen to me, this selection implies that I might have to listen to other students. If I hear one more person passionately describing the effort of watching Grey’s Anatomy, I want my physical comedy fix!”

Fred Samson ’12 said, “Now what am I gonna employ them in Opus.”

Martin’s Way Bridge is a terrible addition,” Nitterman explained. “In all actuality, they’re really just meant to make you feel even more inadequate than you already are.”

“As for the KDO robots…well, we’re probably just gonna employ them in Opus.”

UPDATES: STUDENTS STILL COMPLAINING ABOUT STUFF IN GENERAL
Related story—Duel writer uses a weak premise to unload random jokes
By Mr. Grebey ’12

MY LIEF, MY ISSUES, MY PROBLEMS DEPT.
(FUNNY LOCATION) Despite the lack of race or gender-related controversy on campus so far this semester, Hamilton students have found things to complain about.

“The cheese grater covering on the Martin’s Way Bridge is a terrible addition,” Fred Samson ’12 said. “Now what am I going to watch when I’m in the Diner? I need my physical comedy fix!”

He clarified, “The lack of face planting will be the problem. Although, if someone falls on the bridge, they’ll look just like they made out with a waffle-maker.”

“Why don’t we have The New York Times in McEwen anymore?” Jeremy Lionel ’11 lamented. “I used to read that every morning. Now all they have is The Spectator. I want student population.

“It’s fun because instead of masturbating to Facebook images of people I don’t know, I can make use of a mechanical vagina,” Lonnie Aimes ’11 admitted. “I dunno about you, but I’d rather have mediocre sex than aggravate the carpet tunnel in my right hand.”

Like the True Companion version, the robots are able to speak, respond to human touch, and have customizable personalities; the Administration has since admitted that the personalities of the robots will be loosely based on Hamilton’s sororities.

“Our AX and PBX robots can out-drink you, the KSA robots can out-think you, the Gamma Xi robots can beat the shit out of you, and the SLU robots will yell at you for being an insensitive piece of shit,” Nitterman explained. “In all actuality, they’re really just meant to make you feel even more inadequate than you already are.”

“As for the KDO robots…well, we’re probably just gonna employ them in Opus.”

“A proposal to build a Levi Johnston look-a-like robot was, alas, rejected.”

There were more unique complaints as well. “I am so sick of chicken and rice!” Beth Bauer ’13 yelled. “Now I think everything tastes like chicken. Even my boyfriend tastes like chicken.”

She added, “Especially after a blowjob.”

Kvetching: students’ favorite activity
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OUTSIDE-THE-BUBBLE NEWS: JUNE 1ST 2010

The best news predictions political science can make!

THE WORLD OF TOMORROW

Cape Town, South Africa
Millions flocked to South Africa for the World Cup, to watch Trinidad and Tobago pull off the most shocking upset since Rocky IV, defeating Brazil, France, Britain, and the mighty Mighty Microsians in the thrilling final game. The movie rights were quickly sold, with rumors suggesting Matt Damon will star as every player, with an Oscar-worthy performance by Morgan Freeman.

Islamabad, Pakistan
Military coup leader Ali Hussein claimed that the biggest issues the country faces are terrorism, poverty, and the lack of fielding coaches being deployed by the national soccer team. America, while claiming they don't gest issues the country faces are terrorism, poverty, and the worLd oF toMorrow.

McEwen with a bunch of bunpeople cranking wine about traveling from the Lightside to the Darkside—whatever that means, you Star Wars dork-a-saurus.

Back in London—where I was—the only traveling we did was to Paris to take in cracking wine on the weekend. Are you people intimidated by our cosmopolitan experience? I mean, we are pretty worldly now. We did just spend MONTHS in London. And when I say months, I do mean the time when the bridges are falling down. Did Fergie ever sing about her bridge-outsider-of-the-Diner falling down? No? Didn't think so.

I have no regrets about being a Jan-Admit. Being part of such a superior and exclusive crew is a point of pride. I'm sure the barriers you've all built up to being our friends will fall like the Berlin Wall—slowly and with help from David Hasselhoff. See what I did there? I made a funny. I should write for the Daily Bull.

Sincerely,
John Wadsworth '13

Edited by Mr. Sinton '13

The best news predictions political science can make!

APPLE INC. HEADQUARTERS, CALIFORNIA

The iToilet is the latest innovation in the technology world. The basic function of an iToilet is to be peed on, or for pee to you. Public restrooms around the world are shutting down in place of the iToilet. Sree “The Stevee” Jobs was quoted as saying “It’s like a toilet, except fancier, branded, and about 300% more expensive.”

WASHINGTON, DC

President Barack Obama completed his transformation into John McCain by declaring himself a Maverick, bombing Iran and replacing Joe “Hot Damn” Biden with Sarah Palin.

Wall Street, New York

The last renegade banker was captured this week and promptly burned at the stake. The Obama Administration quickly announced plans to bail out the ashes.

CAPE CANAVRAL, FLORIDA

The national debt reached astronomical levels, replacing the space most viable way to get to the moon.

By Mr. Mahmud '11.
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Sincerely,
Mr. '13 on Tina Fey’s Japanese paper diet